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1. INTRODUCTION
w xA classical result of A. Borel Bo states that the Serre spectral sequence
for rational cohomology of the universal bundle GrH “ B “ B col-H G
Ž .lapses if GrH is a homogeneous space of equal rank pairs G, H of
wcompact Lie groups. In 1976 S. Halperin made the following conjecture H,
xMe .
Halperin Conjecture. Suppose that F “ E “ B is a fibration with simply
Ž .connected base B and that the rational cohomology algebra of the fibre is an
Artin algebra of the form
w xH* F , Q s Q x , x , . . . , x r f , f , . . . , f .Ž . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 n
Then the Serre spectral sequence for this fibration collapses.
Here we note that x , x , . . . , x are cohomology classes and we can0 1 n
take their dimensions to be their weights. In this weight type, f , f , . . . , f0 1 n
are relations of these cohomology classes in some cohomology groups.
Therefore they are weighted homogeneous polynomials. Actually the above
conjecture is equivalent to the following conjecture about the nonexistence
w xof negative weight derivations H, Me .
Ž .* Research supported by NNSF China .
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Ž .Halperin Conjecture Equi¤alent Form . Let x , x , . . . , x be weighted0 1 n
¤ariables and f , f , . . . , f be weighted homogeneous polynomials in P s0 1 n
w xC x , x , . . . , x . Suppose that R is an Artin algebra of the form0 2 n
w x Ž .C x , x , . . . , x r f , f , . . . , f . Then there is no non-zero negati¤e weight0 1 n 0 1 n
deri¤ation on R.
Ž .Here we note that R and Der R, R , the R-module of derivations on R,
Ž . Ž .are naturally graded by the weighted degrees see Definition 2.1 on
w xC x , x , . . . , x .0 1 n
Ž .The non existence of negative weight derivations appears in many other
contexts which may also serve as a motivation for the present work. For
example, their nonexistence has also been conjectured by J. Wahl for
w xpositive dimensional quasi-homogeneous isolated singularities Wa1 and
by S. Yau for moduli algebras of isolated quasi-homogeneous hypersurface
w x Ž .singularities Ya1, Ch-Xu-Ya . For a study of the non existence of nega-
tive weight derivations from the point of view of singularity theory, we
w xrefer the reader to Ka1, Ka2, Wa, Wa2, M-S, Ch-Xu-Ya, Ch1 .
wThe Halperin conjecture is true when the fibre F is homogeneous Bo,
xMe, H . Also this conjecture has been proved to be true for the two-varia-
w xble case Th1, Th2 . The purpose of this note is to give a proof for the
Halperin conjecture for the three-variable case. This is a generalization of
w xthe work of Ch-Xu-Ya . On the other hand we should mention that the
Halperin conjecture has been proved in the case of ``large'' graded Artin
Ž .algebras i.e., when the degrees of f , f , . . . , f are sufficiently large in0 1 n
w xour other paper Ch2 .
2. NEW WEIGHT TYPES
DEFINITION 2.1. Let a , a , . . . , a be positive integers. A monomial0 1 n
i0 i1 i n w xx x ??? x in the polynomial ring P s C x , x , . . . , x is said to be of0 1 n 0 1 n
Ž .weighted degree i a q i a q ??? qi a . A polynomial in P is said to0 0 1 1 n n
be weighted homogeneous of degree d if it is a C-linear combination of
monomials of degree d.
It is clear that P is graded. If I ; P is a homogeneous ideal, i.e., an
ideal generated by weighted homogeneous polynomials, we know that
Ž .R s PrI s [ R is also graded. Let Der R, R be the R-module ofk k
Ž .derivations on R. There is a natural grading on Der R, R defined by
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4Der R, R s D g Der R, R : D R ; R for any possible i . Deriva-k i iqk
Ž .tions in Der R, R for k - 0 are called negative weight derivations. Thek
Ž .main problem considered in this paper is whether Der R, R for k - 0 isk
zero for some k and some R. We denote the weight of a derivation D by
Ž .wt D .
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It is well known that derivations on R can be thought of as derivations
on P preserving the ideal I. On the other hand any derivation on P is of
the form
D s p ›r› x q p ›r› x q ??? qp ›r› x , 2.1Ž .0 0 1 1 n n
where p , p , . . . , p are polynomials in P. Thus we only consider the0 1 n
negative weight derivations on P which preserve the ideal I in the
following part of this note.
From now on we always assume a G a G ??? G a , which we may do0 1 n
Ž .without loss of generality. If a derivation D as in 2.1 on P is of negative
weight, it is clear that each p is a weighted homogeneous polynomial ofi
degree less than a . Thus we know that p is a polynomial of variablesi i
x , x , . . . , x for i s 0, 1, . . . , n, i.e., the negative weight derivation Diq1 iq2 n
on P has to be the following form for some 0 F k F n,
D s p x , . . . , x ›r› x q p x , . . . , x ›r› x q ???Ž . Ž .0 1 n 0 1 2 n 1
qp x , . . . , x ›r› x , 2.2Ž . Ž .k kq1 n k
where p is a non-zero polynomial.k
The purpose of this section is to introduce some new weight types for
any given negative weight derivation D on the weighted polynomial ring
P. These new weight types are the natural generalization of the original
Ž .weight type a , a , . . . , a and will play a crucial role in this paper and0 1 n
w xour other paper Ch2 .
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D be a negative weight derivation on the weighted
Ž . Ž .polynomial ring P as in 2.2 . The following weight types l , l , . . . , l0 1 n
Ž .controlled by parameters e , e , . . . , e , m , . . . , m are called new0 1 k kq1 n
weight types associated with D,
l s a mn n n
l s a mny1 ny1 ny1 2.3Ž .
???
l s a m ,kq1 kq1 kq1
where m , . . . , m are real parameters. If l , l , . . . , l are defined, lkq1 n qq1 qq2 n q
is defined as follows
Ž .i If the coefficient p of ›r› x is zeroq q
l s a m ,q q q
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where m is a real parameter;q
Ž .ii If the coefficient p of ›r› x is a non-zero polynomialq q
l s e q min Q s degrees of monomials x i qq 1 ??? x in appearingq q qq1 n
in the expansion of p x , . . . , x , 2.4Ž . Ž .4q qq1 n
where e is a real parameter and the Q-degrees are defined with respectq
Ž .to the weight type l , . . . , l .qq1 n
Ž .As in the original weight type a , a , . . . , a we can define Q-degrees0 1 n
Ž .of monomials with respect to this new weight type l , l , . . . , l and0 1 n
Q-weighted homogeneous polynomials.
EXAMPLE 2.1. For any negative weight derivation D on the weighted
polynomial ring P, the new weight type associated with D is the original
Ž .weight type a , a , . . . , a if we take the m's parameters to be 1 and the0 1 n
Ž .e 's parameters to be ywt D .
w xEXAMPLE 2.2. Let P s C x , x , x be the weighted polynomial ring0 1 2
Ž .of three variables with the weight type a , a , a and D be a negative0 1 2
weight derivation on P of the form
D s p x , x ›r› x q cx m›r› x , 2.5Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 2 1
where p is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree a q wt D, c0 0
is a non-zero constant and m is the positive integer a q wt D. We1
consider the new weight type associated with D controlled by the parame-
ters
e s yma0 2
e s yma 2.6Ž .1 2
m s 1.2
Then we have
l s a2 2
l s 01
l s yma q min i a : x i1 x i2 's appearing in the expansion0 2 2 2 1 2
of p x , x . 2.7Ž . Ž .40 1 2
This new weight type will be used in our proof for the main result,
Theorem 3.1. In our proof for the main result, we can introduce a
coordinate change; by this coordinate change we only need to prove the
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Ž .conclusion in the case that a s 1 see Section 3 . Therefore let us2
consider the situation of Example 2.2 when a s 1.2
Ž . w xEXAMPLE 2.2 continued . Let P s C x , x , x be the weighted poly-0 1 2
Ž .nomial ring with the weight type a , a , 1 and D be a negative weight0 1
Ž . t uderivation on P of the form as in 2.5 . Suppose that x x is the term in1 2
Ž .the expansion of p x , x with the smallest possible exponent u of x .0 1 2 2
Ž .We can assume u - m without loss of generality see Section 3 . Hence we
have
l s ym q u0
l s 0 2.8Ž .1
l s 1.2
We note l - 0.0
Let A be the set of weighted homogeneous polynomials of degrees kk
in P, Al be the set of polynomials in A with Q-degrees not less than l,k k
and C l be the set of weighted homogeneous polynomials with respect tok
Ž . Ž .both weight types a , a , 1 and l , l , l of degrees k and Q-degrees l.0 1 0 1 2
Ž . Ž . lPROPOSITION 2.1. i Suppose that l G a q wt D . Then we ha¤e A1 k
Ž .; D A ;kywt D
Ž .ii Suppose that l - a q wt D. Then we can take elements of the1
form x u x¤ xw, with ua q ¤a q w s k, ul q w s l, and w - m, as the0 1 2 0 1 0
l l Ž ) l Ž .. i0 i1 i2yl 0 Žbase of C rC l A q D A . Moreo¤er x x x for i y lk k k kywtŽD . 0 1 2 2 0
. Ž . i0y1 i1qt q1 i2 l l Ž ) l Ž ..G m s i ri q 1 ex x x in C rC l A q D A ,0 1 0 1 2 k k k kywt D
Ž .where e is a non-zero constant only depending on p x , x and c.0 1 2
Ž . k lProof. i Let x g A with l G a q wt D. Note k s l G a q wt D2 k 1 1
k Ž kym.s m, we have x s D e9x x for a non-zero constant e9. Hence2 1 2
k Ž . u ¤ lx g D A . For any x x g A with l G a q wt D s m, we have2 kywt D 1 2 k 1
uq1 ¤ym u ¤ Ž uq1 ¤ym .l s ¤ G m and x x g A . Thus x x s D e0 x x for a1 2 kywt D 1 2 1 2
non-zero constant e0. Let x x u x¤ g Al with l s ¤ q l G a q wt D s m.0 1 2 k 0 1
Ž uq1 ¤ym . Ž . uq1 ¤ym u ¤We have D x x x s p x , x x Kx q e- x x x for a non-0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2
i1 i2 Ž .zero constant e-. For any term x x in the expansion of p x , x , we1 2 0 1 2
Ž . Ž .have ¤ y m q i s ¤ y m y i G ¤ q l by the definition of l G m.2 2 0 0
u ¤ Ž uq1 ¤ym . t1 t2Hence e- x x x s D x x x q terms x x with t G m. There-0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2
u ¤ Ž .fore we have x x x g D A . Assume that we have proved that0 1 2 kywt D
x h x u x¤ 's, with arbitrary u, ¤ , fixed h g Al , and l G a q wt D s m, are in0 1 2 k 1
Ž . hq1 u9 ¤ 9 Ž l .D A . Now we want to prove that x x x in A with l G a qkywt D 0 1 2 k 1
Ž .wt D is in D A .kywt D
Ž hq1 u9q1 ¤ 9ym. Ž . Ž . h u9q1 ¤ 9ymWe have D x x x s h q 1 p x , x x x x q0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
e00 x hq1 x u9x¤ 9 for a non-zero constant e00. Argued as above we find that0 1 2
Ž .every monomial in the first term is in D A . Hence the second termkywt D
Ž .is in D A . We get the conclusion.kywt D
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Ž . hq1 u9 ¤ 9ii For any monomials x x x with ¤ 9 G m, we note that0 1 2
hq1 u9 ¤ 9 h u9q1 G ¤ 9q l0 Ž .x x x s linear combination of terms x x x mod D A0 1 2 0 1 2 kywt D
by the above argument. Moreover we have that monomials of the form
u ¤ Ž .x x with ¤ G m are in D A . Therefore the only possible monomi-1 2 kywt D
l l Ž ) l Ž ..als in the base of C rC l A q D A are of the form indicatedk k k kywt D
Ž . Ž .in ii . The other conclusion of ii follows directly from the above argu-
ment. Q.E.D.
The following proposition gives a clear description about the set C l .k
Ž . lPROPOSITION 2.2. i Suppose C / 0. We ha¤e k y l can be di¤ided byk
a .1
Ž . lii Suppose that C / 0. We ha¤e thatk
Ž . Ž .a l ra k F l F k, if k can be di¤ided by a ;0 0 0
Ž .b p- q pl F l F k, if k cannot be di¤ided by a . Here k s pa q0 1 0
w xp9, where p s kra is the integral part of kra and 0 - p9 - a , p9 s0 0 0
w xp0 a q p- where p0 s p9ra and 0 F p- - a ;1 1 1
Ž .iii For any pair of positi¤e integers k and l such that k y l can be
di¤ided by a , we ha¤e that1
Ž . Ž . Ž .a if k can be di¤ided by a and l ra k q h q 1 a F l F 0 or0 0 0 1
Ž . l0 - l F k y h t q 1 a , then dim C G h q 1;1 k
Ž . Ž .b if k cannot be di¤ided by a and p- q pl q h q 1 a F l F 00 0 1
Ž . lor 0 - l F k y h t q 1 a , then dim C G h q 1.1 k
Ž .Proof. i We note a y l s ta q u y wt D q m y u s ta q u y0 0 1 1
Ž .wt D q a q wt D y u s t q 1 a . The conclusion follows directly.1 1
Ž . Ž .ii For a , we note l - 0, l s 0, and l s 1. Thus Q y0 1 2
Žk ra 0 .  l 4 Ž .deg x s min Q-degrees of monomials in C . For b the conclusion0 k
follows similarly.
Ž .iii For fixed positive integer k divided by a , i.e., k s pa and0 0
Ž Ž ..l s pl q ra note the condition in iii , we have 1 q h F r F p from the0 1
Ž . py rqi r tyiŽ tq1. r uyr wt Dyi l0condition pa q h q 1 a F l F 0. Then x x x g0 1 0 1 2
C l for i s 0, 1, . . . , h. We have dim C l G h q 1. In the case that 0 - l F kk k
Ž . Ž .y h t q 1 a , let k y l s h t q 1 a q wa with a positive integer w1 1 1
Ž Ž .. i Žhyi.Ž tq1.qw lyi l0 lnote the condition in iii . We have x x x g C for i s0 1 2 k
l Ž .0, 1, . . . , h. Therefore dim C G h q 1. The conclusion of b can be provedk
similarly. Q.E.D.
3. THE HALPERIN CONJECTURE FOR THE
THREE-VARIABLE CASE
In this section we give the proof for the main result}the Halperin
conjecture in the three-variable case. We first prove a weak result in
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Proposition 3.1. From this result we can see that it is natural to introduce
the new weight types.
w xPROPOSITION 3.1. Let f , f , . . . , f g C x , x , . . . , x be weighted ho-0 1 n 0 1 n
w x Ž .mogeneous polynomials. Suppose that R s C x , x , . . . , x r f , f , . . . , f0 1 n 0 1 n
Ž .is an Artin algebra and let D s p x , . . . , x ›r› x be a negati¤e weighti iq1 n i
deri¤ation on R. Then D is a zero-deri¤ation on R.
w xProof. By local duality A-G-V, Theorem 2 in 5.11 we know dim R sM
1 and R s 0, where M s deg f q deg f q ??? qdeg f y a y a) M 0 1 n 0 1
y ??? ya . Moreover R = R “ R s C is a non-degenerate bilinearn i Myi M
form. We note that for every weighted homogeneous polynomial g of
Ž .degree M y a y wt D , there exists a weighted homogeneous polynomiali
Ž . Ž .h of degree M y wt D such that › hr› x s g. Thus h g f , f , . . . , fi 0 1 n
Ž .from the fact R s 0 and p g s Dh g f , f , . . . , f since D is a) M i 0 1 n
derivation on R. Therefore p s 0 in R since g is arbitrary ini a qwt Di
R . The conclusion is proved. Q.E.D.My a ywt Di
w xCOROLLARY 3.1 Th1, Th2 . The Halperin conjecture is true for the
two-¤ariable case.
Ž .Proof. The statement follows immediately from the analysis 2.2 of
negative weight derivations and the above Proposition 3.1.
THEOREM 3.1. The Halperin conjecture is true for the three-¤ariable case.
Proof. Let
D s p x , x ›r› x q p x ›r› x q p ›r› x 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 2
be a negative weight derivation on the weighted polynomial ring P which
Ž .preserves the ideal f , f , f . We want to prove that it is a zero-derivation0 1 2
Ž .on R s Pr f , f , f . There are three possibilities here0 1 2
Ž .1 p / 0;2
Ž .2 p s 0, p and p are non-zero polynomials;2 0 1
Ž .3 p s 0, one of p and p is the zero-polynomial.2 0 1
Ž .In case 1 , we can find a coordinate change which preserves the original
w xweight type as in Ch1 . In this new coordinate system D is of the form
Ž .c›r› x where c is a non-zero constant . Hence we get the conclusion in2
Ž . Ž . Ž .cases 1 and 3 from Proposition 3.1. The only remaining case is 2 . In
Ž . Ž .case 2 , D is a negative weight derivation as in Example 2.2, 2.5 . If
Ž . m mŽ X .p x , x can be divided by x , i.e., u G m, D s x p ›r› x q c›r› x0 1 2 2 2 0 0 1
Ž .where c is a non-zero constant . Hence we can find a coordinate change
w x mas in Ch1 to put D into the form x ›r› x . The conclusion follows from2 1
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Ž .Proposition 3.1 immediately. If the weight a ) 1 in the case 2 , we can2
introduce a new variable xX with weight 1 as2
a m aX X2 2D9 s p x , x ›r› x q c x ›r› xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 0 2 1
aX X X 2f x , x , x s f x , x , xŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2
3.2Ž .
aX X X 2f x , x , x s f x , x , xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
aX X X 2f x , x , x s f x , x , x .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 1 2 2 0 1 2
w X x Ž X X X .Then D9 is a negative weight derivation on R s C x , x , x r f , f , f .0 1 2 0 1 2
We note that R is an Artin algebra from Proposition 2 in p. 198 of
w xA-G-V . Hence we can assume a s 1 without loss of generality. From2
Ž .now on we only consider the situation in Example 2.2 continued .
Let deg f s d and M s d q d q d y a y a y 1. We have thei i 0 1 2 0 1
Ž w x.following conclusions from local duality see A-G-V
Ž .i R s [ R and R s 0 for k ) M;k G 0 k k
Ž . Žii dim R s 1 and R is generated over C by det › f rM M i
.› x ;j 0 F i, jF 3
Ž .iii R = R “ R , defined by the multiplication in the Artini Myi M
algebra R, is a non-degenerate bilinear form.
Ž .In the following part of the proof we want to prove A ; D AM Mywt D
Ž . Ž .q f , f , f , i.e., R s 0 note R s 0 for wt D - 0 , which is a0 1 2 M Mywt D
contradiction.
t u Ž .Let x x be the monomial in the expansion of p x , x with the1 2 0 1 2
Ž .smallest possible exponent u of x as in Example 2.2 continued . It is2
clear that A is generated over C by x u since u - m - a F a . There-u 2 1 0
fore we can reduce to the case that u s 0 by shifting yu in the exponents
Ž . Ž uof the variable x and local duality iii note x / 0 in R , otherwise,2 2 u
Ž .D s p x , x ›r› x in R and the conclusion follows directly from Propo-0 1 2 0
.sition 3.1 . We assume u s 0 in the following part of the proof. In this
i0 i1 i2 i
X
0 i
X
1 i
X
2 l Ž X .case, if x x x and x x x are two elements in C we have i y i l0 1 2 0 1 2 k 0 0 0
Ž X . Xq i y i s l y l s 0 and i y i can be divided by m by l s ym.2 2 2 2 0
Ž l l Ž ) l Ž ...Thus we have dim C rC l A q D A s 1 from Propositionk k k kywt D
Ž .2.1 ii .
 l l Ž Ž . Ž .. 4Let h s max l: A rA l D A q f , f , f / 0 . By Propo-M M Mywt D 0 1 2
Ž . h hsition 2.1 i we know h - a q wt D. Here we want to prove C ; C l1 M M
ŽŽ ) h Ž .. Ž ..A q D A q f , f , f , which is a contradiction and thusM Mywt D 0 1 2
l Ž . Ž .A ; D A q f , f , f .M Mywt D 0 1 2
We note that there is a term of the form x¤ in the expansion of one of0
Ž . Ž .f , f , f , otherwise, we have f , f , f ; x , x , which is a contradiction0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2
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Ž .to the fact that Pr f , f , f is an Artin algebra. Therefore we can assume0 1 2
without loss of generality that f contains a term x¤ in its expansion.0 0
Ž . Ž .Case i . h F l ra d q M y d .0 0 0 0
Let M s pa q p9 and p9 s p0 a q p- as in Proposition 2.2. We have0 1
pl q p- F h by Proposition 2.2. Note that d s ¤a . We have M y d s0 0 0 0
Ž .p y ¤ a q p9 with p9 - a and p9 s p0 a q p- with p- - a . There-0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž .fore p y ¤ l q p- F h y ¤l F M y d from the condition of case i .0 0 0
Whenever h y ¤l is positive or negative we have dim C hy¤ l0 G 1 from0 Myd0
Proposition 2.2. Thus we can find a monomial x i0 x i1 x i2 in C hy¤ l0.0 1 2 Myd0
Ž . ¤ j1 j2Let f x , x , x s x q f q f q ??? be the expansion of f accord-0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
ing to A s [ C l . It is clear that dim A¤ l0 s 1 and A¤ l0 is spannedd d d dl G ¤ l0 0 0 00
by the monomial x¤ . Multiplying the x i0 x i1 x i2 in C hy¤ l0 as above on both0 0 1 2 Myd0
sides we get
x i0 x i1 x i2 f s x¤qi 0 x i1 x i2 q x i0 x i1 x i2 f j1 q ??? . 3.3Ž .0 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 2 0
Ž . jiqh y¤ l0Note that the terms after the first term in 3.3 are in A . On theM
Ž .other hand j y ¤l G a from Proposition 2.2 i . Thus j q h y ¤l G h qi 0 1 i 0
Ž . Ž .a . We have all those terms are in D A q f , f , f by the1 Mywt D 0 1 2
definition of h. Therefore we have
x i0 x i1 x i2 f s x¤qi 0 x i1 x i20 1 2 0 0 1 2
h h ) hin C r C l A q D A q f , f , f . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M M M Mywt D 0 1 2
On the other hand x¤qi 0 x i1 x i2 s ex r x q xw for a non-zero constant e and0 1 2 0 1 2
r q w h Ž h Ž ) h Ž ...the base monomial x x x of C r C l A q D A as in0 1 2 M M M Mywt D
Proposition 2.1. Here we should note that the dimension of the C h rC h lM M
Ž ) h Ž .. Ž .A q D A is 1 as remarked as above. Thus by 3.4 we haveM Mywt D
r q w Ž . h h Ž ) h Ž ..x x x g f , f , f in C rC l A q D A . We get the con-0 1 2 0 1 2 M M M Mywt D
clusion.
Ž . Ž .Case ii . h ) l ra d q M y d .0 0 0 0
Ž . ŽHere we first assume that d G 3a and d G a q a q a q a y0 0 1 0 1 2 1
. Ž .1 s a q 2a . The low-degree case will be treated later. In case ii we0 1
Ž .cannot use f to get the conclusion as in case i . Let us assume d s0 2
 4deg f s min d , d , d without loss of generality. Consider the expansion2 0 1 2
of f according to A s [ C l2 d dl G Ž l ra .d2 20 0 2
f x , x , x s f p q f p1 q ??? , 3.5Ž . Ž .2 0 1 2 2 2
p p Žwhere the terms after f have Q-degrees G Q y deg f q a see Propo-2 2 1
Ž .. psition 2.2 i . This f will be used to lead to a contradiction.2
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Ž .Suppose that there are w q 1 w G 0 monomials in the expansion in the
expansion of f p. By Proposition 2.2 and its proof we know that all2
i0 i1 i2 p  i0 i1 i2monomials x x x in C have their i 's distinct. Let g s max i : x x x0 1 2 d 0 0 0 1 22p4in the expansion of f . Hence we have g G w and for the monomial2
x g x i1 x i2 in the expansion of f p, we have i G ywl . Thus d G ga y wl0 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
Ž .and d y w t q 1 a G p G gl y wl .2 1 0 0
Ž .By Proposition 2.1 i and the definition of h we have h y p - a q1
Ž . Žwt D y gl q wl F a q wt D q g y w a F d q a q wt D q w l y0 0 1 0 2 1 0
. Ž .a s d q a q wt D y w t q 1 a . Since d G 3a is assumed we have0 2 1 1 0 0
Ž .M y d G d q a q wt D and h y p - M y d y w t q 1 a .2 2 1 2 1
Ž .On the other hand p F d y w t q 1 a as argued above. We have2 1
Ž .h y p G ¤l q M y d y d q w t q 1 a from the assumption of h in0 0 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .case ii . Therefore h y p G ¤l q d y a q a q a q w t q 1 a G0 1 0 1 2 1
Ž .¤l q a y 1 q w t q 1 a by d G a q 2a is assumed. Let M y d s0 1 1 i 0 1 2
wŽ . xM y d ra a q p9 with p9 - a and p9 s p0 a q p- with p- - a2 0 0 0 1 1
wŽ . xas in Proposition 2.2. We have M y d ra G ¤ since M y d G d2 0 2 0
wŽ . xfrom the condition d G a q 2a . Therefore h y p G M y d ra l1 0 1 2 0 0
Ž .q a y 1 q w t q 1 a .1 1
From the above argument whenever h y p is positive or negative,
Ž .it satisfies the condition in Proposition 2.2 iii . Hence we have dim
hyp Ž .C G w q 1. A similar argument as in case i gives usMyd2 i 00 i10 i 20 p i 0w i1w i 2w p h Ž ) h Ž .that x x x f , . . . , x x x f g C l A q D A q0 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 M M M y wt D
Ž .. i00 i10 i20 i0w i1w i2wf , f , f , where x x x , . . . , x x x are w q 1 distinct monomials0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
in C hyp whose existences have been proved as above. As in PropositionMy d2
Ž . r 9 r 0 r 02.1 and the remark before case i , let x x x be the base monomial of0 1 2
h h Ž ) h Ž ..the space C rC l A q D A . We have thatM M M Mywt D
x i0
0
x i1
0
x i2
0
f p s e x r 9x r 0 x r -0 1 2 2 0 0 1 2
3.6Ž .???
w w wi i i p r 9 r 0 r -0 1 2x x x f s e x x x ,0 1 2 2 w 0 1 2
Ž .where e , . . . , e are constants. By Proposition 2.1 ii we have0 w
e a0 0
e a1 1s E , 3.7Ž .
??? ??? 0  0e aw w
Ž . twhere E is a non-singular matrix and a , a , . . . , a is a non-zero vector0 1 w
only depending on f and the derivation D. Finally we get the conclusion2
r 9 r 0 r - h Ž ) h Ž Ž . Ž ..x x x g C l A q D A q f , f , f . This is what we0 1 2 M M Mywt D 0 1 2
want to prove.
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In the following part we treat the low-degree case d - 3a or d - a0 0 1 0
q 2a . The main point here is that we can analyze the Q-degrees of1
monomials in the expansion of f and f if their ordinary degrees are0 1
small. In the case d - a q 2a , let us assume that the smallest Q-de-1 0 1
gree component in f is of the form x x x q with an integer 0 F q F a .1 0 1 2 1
As in the previous arguments what we want to prove here is C hyp / 0My d1
Ž q.where p s Q y deg x x x s q q l . Note that Df cannot be zero here0 1 2 0 1
Ž Ž t m .Ž q.otherwise c x ›r› x q c x ›r› x x x x , which is the smallest Q-de-0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
.gree component of Df which has to be zero . Moreover the smallest1
Ž tQ-degree component of f has to be the factor of c x ›r› x q2 0 1 0
t .Ž q. qŽ X tq1 X yl0. Žc x ›r› x x x x s x c x q c x x since Df s gf from the1 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . .condition D f , f , f ; f , f , f and the assumption d G d G d .0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
Let us suppose that the smallest Q-degree component of f is cX x tq1 q2 0 1
cX x xyl 0. Hence d s a y l a s a y l . Therefore M y d s d q d1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2
Ž . Ž . Žy a q a q 1 s ¤ y 1 a q d y a y 1 here ¤ s d ra by the fact0 1 0 2 1 0 0
¤ . ¤ qy1x is in the expansion of f . What we want to prove here is that x x0 0 0 2
Ž .note that it has degree M y d has its Q-degree F h y p. We have1
q y 1 q ¤l F ¤l q M y d y q y l F h y p by the assumption of h in0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž ¤ qy1.case ii . Thus we have h y p s Q y deg x x q ra with r F ¤ and0 2 1
x¤yr x r t x qy1yr wt D g C hyp . We get the conclusion. The other possibilities0 1 2 Myd1
can be proved similarly. Q.E.D.
In the arbitrary n q 1 variable case we cannot have a clear description
l Ž .of C i.e., Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 . Thus only a partial result which givesk
a positive answer to the Halperin conjecture for ``large'' graded Artin
w xalgebras can be obtained Ch2 .
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